Event announcement

Ukrainian green path from the farm to fork: step by step
Event: presentation of the Roadmap and project results
Location: offline (by invitation) / online (Zoom by link)
Time: December 23, 2021 – 2 PM (Kyiv time)

While following the turbulent developments around European Green Deal implementation and
information from a numerous research results and discussions on the future of agriculture and food
systems, we gradually work out a number of ideas on possible directions and available opportunities for
agricultural green transition in Ukraine.
The ideas, that would take quite some time and resources to implement. The opportunities, which
should not be missed. The most viable of the world’s endeavors on food systems green transitions that
we can follow right now. These constitute the developed Roadmap.
We invite you to participate in the discussion on our findings and potential opportunities to
determine which ones we can`t afford to miss.
-

Are Ukrainian government, officials and businesses ready to take advantage of available
opportunities and adopt new ideas?
Which difficulties can be avoided by those who have already set direction for the green path - the
perspective of the EU's experience?
How to proceed on the way - the synergy of multi-stakeholder actions.

The discussion will include representatives of Ukrainian government agencies, industry and international
experts and the interested stakeholders.
We would like to thank to the many participants of our previous events and discussions and invite you
to the presentation of the Roadmap on December 23!
Advanced registration is not required!
Simultaneous translation into Ukrainian and English will be provided during the event.
This event is organised in the frame of the Ukrainian Green Way from Farm to Fork: Step by Step project
implementing by Information Center “Green Dossier”.
This publication was produced with the support of the European Union and the International
Renaissance Foundation within the framework of the EU4USociety project. Its contents are the sole
responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the European Union and the
International Renaissance Foundation.
* This is a public event according to the Article 307 of the Civil Code of Ukraine. By participating in the event, you consent to
the video recording that may be conducted during the event.

For contacts: greendossier@gmail.com, www.dossier.org.ua

